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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) constitute a prominent example of structural nanomaterials, with many

potential applications that could take advantage of their unique mechanical properties. Utilizing the

inherent strength of CNTs at larger length-scales is, however, hindered by the inherently weak inter-

tube bonding interactions, allowing slippage of nanotubes within a bundle before large macroscopic

stresses are reached. Many lamellar biological materials crosslink stiff fibrous components via the

introduction of a soft binding matrix to achieve a combination of high strength and toughness, as seen

in cellulosic wood, silk, or collagenous bone fibrils. Here we present atomistic-based multi-scale

simulation studies of bundles of carbon nanotubes with the inclusion of a binding polymer

(polyethylene chains with functional end groups) to demonstrate the control of mechanical properties

via variations of polymer structure, content and fiber geometry. A hierarchical approach (coarse–grain

molecular modelling) is implemented to develop a framework that can successfully integrate atomistic

theory and simulations with material synthesis and physical experimentation, and facilitate the

investigation of such novel bioinspired structural materials. Using two types of nanomechanical tests,

we explore the effects of crosslink length and concentration on the ultimate tensile stress and modulus

of toughness of a carbon nanotube bundle. We demonstrate that the ultimate tensile stress can be

increased four-fold, and the modulus of toughness five-fold, over an uncrosslinked bundle with the

inclusion of 1.5 nm long crosslinking polymer at 17 wt% concentration, providing the structural basis

for a fibre material that combines high levels of stress at high levels of toughness. These noncovalently

crosslinked carbon nanotube bundles exhibit residual strengths after initiation of failure that depend on

the crosslink length, and are similar to plastically sheared wood cells. Our work demonstrates the

implementation of a wood-inspired carbon nanotube based fibre material with superior mechanical

properties.
1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are among the most widely studied

nanomaterials, with many potential applications that take

advantage of their unique mechanical, electrical, thermal, and

optical properties.1 The superior mechanical properties of CNTs

are appealing for their potential use in novel nanomaterials,

including the design of fibers. For instance, the Young’s modulus

of a single-walled nanotube approaches a terapascal (1012 Pa),2

implying that CNTs are one of the strongest known synthesized

materials in terms of their elastic modulus and ultimate tensile

strength.3 For over a decade, attempts have been made to utilize

the high strength of individual CNTs in an efficient manner, but

persistent challenges remain to bring about the superior prop-

erties of CNTs at the nanoscale to larger, macroscopic scales.
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The interaction of individual CNTs in larger-scale structures

often plays a critical role in the mechanical properties of CNT

systems. Thereby, the properties of bundles of CNTs are severely

influenced by the detailed nanoscale geometry and by chemical

elements that define the material nanostructure. At the nano-

scale, weak van der Waals interactions govern the structural

organization and the mechanical properties of CNT-based

materials. For example, the high axial strength of individual

nanotubes is lost when nanotubes form bundles as the weak vdW

forces allow slippage of nanotubes within a bundle.4,5 Such

effects are also found in nanotube based fibres or ropes,6,7 as well

as in vertically aligned nanotube arrays.8–10 The potential to

reinforce bundles and yarns and to manipulate adhesive forces at

the atomistic, molecular, and global material scales would have

immediate effects in the applications of CNT systems to create

macroscopically strong systems. For many applications, the

beneficial mechanical properties of CNTs can only be harnessed

if these properties are maintained at the larger length scales of

long, continuous CNT nanofibers. Advancing our understanding

of the structural arrangements and mechanisms resulting from

intertube and polymer–tube interactions is necessary for the

development of macroscopically functional materials and struc-

tures that take advantage of bundling nanotubes, such as CNT

fibres implemented for composite reinforcement. While much

work has focused on CNT–polymer composite in which
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nanotubes reinforce a polymer matrix,11–13 the study presented

here investigates a nanofiber that is predominately CNT-based,

in which a disordered polymer phase serves to enhance the

adhesion of adjacent nanotubes.

This approach is based on the hypothesis that a possible

strategy in overcoming the limitations of conventional engi-

neered materials, specifically carbon-based composites, is the

incorporation of hierarchical microstructures with defined levels

of order and disorder, as found in biological materials like bone,

wood, spider silk, and many others.14 Bone, for example, ach-

ieves superior mechanical properties by crosslinking stiff but

brittle mineral crystals with soft and tough collagen fibers,

creating a hierarchical composite that is both strong and tough.15

Wood derives its properties from a similarly organized nano-

composite, and shows that adaptability is another major factor in

what sets biological materials apart from existing engineered

materials. Adaptive mechanisms such as sacrificial bonds and

bond reformation after plastic deformation allow wood to be

such a strong building material as well as tough and resistant to

catastrophic fracture when alive. When the stress is relaxed after

wood cells are plastically sheared, sacrificial hydrogen bonds in

the lignin matrix between the wood cells reform.16 This maintains

the capacity to undergo plastic deformation again, where wood

then loads to the same stress level before plastically shearing. The

lignin matrix is irreversibly elongated, but the strong cellulosic

microfibrils that wrap the wood cells are not damaged. The

microfibrils carry the majority of the load, while hydrogen bonds

in the lignin matrix act as sacrificial energy-dissipation bonds in

order to protect the wood cells. In order for this sacrifice to take

place, there must be a strong binding between the crystalline
Fig. 1 Schematics of a wood fibril and the noncovalently crosslinked

CNT bundle model. (a) Nanostructure of wood. Strong cellulose fibrils,

H-bonded nanocrystals, wrap the wood cell and carry most of the load

while soft, sacrificial hemicellulose and lignin between cells transfer load.

(b) Wood’s sacrificial hydrogel is mimicked here by terminating each end

of a short, unbranching polyethylene chain with PSE in order to non-

covalently adsorb polymer crosslinks to the CNT sidewall. The bead-

spring model, superimposed to scale over the atomistic model, shows the

computational advantage of coarse–grain techniques in the reduced

number of particles, N, and the reduced number of parameters, i.e. spring

length r and angle q. A translucent representation shows the relative scale

of other figures in this paper for comparison.

10466 | J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474
cellulose microfibrils and the amorphous lignin. Hemicellulose is

an amorphous form of the crystalline cellulose comprising the

microfibrils and can bond well to both cellulose and lignin, as

depicted in Fig. 1a, offering inspiration for a self-repair mecha-

nism in bioinspired synthetic fiber materials. Recent work in this

field has suggested that the general design paradigm in bio-

inspired materials is that the series of structures that emerge at

different length-scales provide the structural basis for superior

properties at the macroscale.

Supplementary to experimental synthesis efforts to create

advanced CNT-based composites, bottom-up computational

approaches can provide a powerful means to investigate poten-

tial carbon nanotube composite materials, indicating possible

systems and configurations that warrant experimental and

physical realization. Such approaches include quantum

mechanics studies,17,18 full atomistic molecular dynamics,19 and

coarse–grain models20 that investigate the potential interaction

between carbon nanotubes and various material interfaces. Here

we utilize an atomistic based coarse–grain approach to investi-

gate the structural and mechanical properties of biologically

inspired CNT bundle systems. In this paper, we present an

in silico model of a wood-inspired, noncovalently crosslinked,

‘‘fuzzy’’ CNT bundle, shown in Fig. 1b, that uses noncovalent

sidewall adsorption to mimic the slip–stick shearing behavior of

wood cells. We outline the details of this novel fiber material in

the next section.
1.1 Functional sidewall adsorption

A traditional method of creating crosslinks within CNT bundles

is to use an ion beam to knock carbon atoms out of the CNT

sidewall to form short, covalent carbon-chain crosslinks between

adjacent CNTs. These crosslinks greatly increase the bundle

properties by preventing nanotube sliding: for example, a 30-fold

increase in bending modulus has been achieved experimentally.5

However, these crosslinks are brittle, break permanently, and

introduce defects in the CNT sidewall, which in turn greatly

reduce the very properties of individual CNTs that we try to

exploit. Instead, the use of noncovalent sidewall adsorption can

link adjacent as well as nonadjacent CNTs and does not damage

the structural or electrical properties of the pristine CNT. The

adsorption is inherently weaker than covalent functionalization,

but can re-adsorb to other sidewall sites after large bundle

deformation, similar to sheared wood cells. A related study21 has

shown that surfactant adsorption between close CNTs creates

a stabilizing attractive force, offering the possibility for directed

self-assembly.

For the present study, we choose crosslinks made of 1-Pyr-

enebutanoic Acid, Succinimidyl Ester (PSE) end-groups con-

nected by ultra-short polyethylene chains. The aromatic pyrenyl

group of PSE has been shown to adsorb to CNT sidewalls by

noncovalent p-bond stacking22 in as little as one hour of incu-

bation in a solution of PSE suspended in methanol.23 In this

study, we explore the effect of noncovalent PSE adsorption on

(5,5) SWNT bundle shearing and thus choose polyethylene to

form the crosslinks because of its simple tensile behavior and lack

of the side chain functionality used in other CNT/polymer

composite models. We note that the choice of these specific

nanotube structures and chiralities is motivated by their
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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successful use in previous investigations,24,25 as well as the rela-

tively high adsorption energy with the PSE functional group.22

As such bundles can potentially be fabricated with many possible

synthesized CNT structures, it is considered appropriate to

utilize the models the authors have previously developed.

1.2 Outline

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the computation

method to construct the mesoscopic ‘‘fuzzy’’ nanotube model is

described. Section 2.1 focuses on the coarse–grain CNT repre-

sentation, while Section 2.2 describes the PSE/polyethylene

crosslink coarse–grain representation. Section 2.3 describes the

assembly procedure to arrive at the crosslinked bundle configu-

ration. Section 2.4 describes the procedures of two types of tests:

steered molecular dynamics (SMD) pull-out (Section 2.4.1) and

displacement-control tension test (Section 2.4.2). Section 3 reports

and discusses the testing results and implications of the results and

the model. A summary and conclusion follows in Section 4.

2. Materials and methods

In this section we describe the derivation of the coarse–grain

representations used to model the CNTs and PSE/polyethylene

crosslinks. We then describe the assembly procedure of the final

cross-linked bundle configuration, as well as details of the data

analysis approach.

2.1 Carbon nanotube coarse–grain representation

The molecular level interactions of adjacent carbon nanotubes

have been investigated using atomistic methods,26–30 but bundles

and fibers consisting of a large number of CNTs become

computationally expensive at the atomistic level for relatively long

carbon nanotubes or for multiple nanotubes, as the computa-

tional cost is proportional to the number of atoms in the simula-

tion. The addition of an adhesive polymer only adds additional

computational expense to full atomistic simulations. In response,

mesoscopic ‘‘bead-spring’’ methods have proven to be a viable

approach to simulate arrays of CNTs25,31,32 and graphene.33

For the carbon nanotubes, a ‘‘fine-trains-coarse’’ multi-scale

approach is implemented to produce a mesoscale model derived

solely from atomistic calculations.25,31,32 A series of full atomistic

calculations of mechanical test cases (test suite) is implemented

via classical molecular dynamics (MD) to derive a simplified set

of parameters to describe the nanotube behavior. The test suite

consists of the following three loading cases: (i) tensile loading, to

determine Young’s modulus; (ii) bending to determine the

bending stiffness of CNTs; and (iii) an assembly of two CNTs to

determine the adhesion energy between different nanotubes. All

studies are carried out using (5,5) armchair single wall CNTs

(SWCNTs) through classical molecular dynamics (albeit the

method can be extended to describe CNTs with other geometry

straightforwardly; but is limited here to this specific system to

demonstrate the main concept and results derived from the

study). For a more detailed description of the atomistic simula-

tions and results, the reader is referred to references.31,34 Here we

provide only a brief review of the multi-scale approach. Fig. 1b

depicts the molecular model of the nanotube. The MD simula-

tions are performed using the massively parallelized modeling
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
code LAMMPS35 (http://lammps.sandia.gov/), capable of

running on large computing clusters.

The method in deriving parameters for a mesoscale bead-type

model of CNTs from the full atomistic calculation is based on

a principle of energy conservation between full atomistic and

coarse–grain potentials. The mesocale model is represented by

a function of the total energy of the system expressed as

ESystem ¼ ET + EB + Epairs, (1)

where ET is the energy stored in the chemical bonds due to axial

stretching, EB is the energy due to bending, and Epairs is the

energy due to weak interactions. The total energy contribution of

each is calculated by a sum over all pair-wise (distance) and triple

(angular) interactions in the system.

Axial stiffness. From the full atomistic results, the axial

stretching behavior of carbon nanotubes is determined. We can

calculate the effective Young’s modulus directly via force–

displacement results from the full atomistic simulation. For small

deformation (initial stretching regime), the Young’s modulus for

a (5,5) single walled carbon nanotube was calculated to be

approximately 2 TPa. Nonlinear behavior is neglected, as the

coarse–grain simulations will be limited to small strain condi-

tions. The total bond energy of the coarse–grain system is given

by the sum over all bonded interactions, or:

ET ¼
X
bonds

ftðrÞ (2)

For axial stretching, a simple harmonic spring is used to

determine the energy between all pairs of particles in the system,

given by:

ftðDrÞ ¼ 1

2
ktðr� r0Þ2¼

1

2
ktDr2; (3)

with kt as the spring constant relating distance, r, between two

particles relative to the equilibrium distance, r0. We assume each

linear regime can be approximated using the equivalent elastic

strain energy and utilize the determined Young’s modulus from

full atomistic simulations to allow the formulation of strain

energy and an equivalent kt, where:

kt ¼
�

Ac

r0

�
Y ; (4)

with Ac being the cross-sectional area and Y being the determined

Young’s modulus. The CNT bead spacing in the reference model31

is approximately the intertube van der Waals equilibrium distance,

which can lead to hexagonal close packing of the beads within the

bundle. Since the current investigation involves the direct shearing

of adjacent tubes, we halve the CNT bead spacing (from the

previously used equilibrium distance, r0, of 10 �A to 5 �A) for

a smoother energy landscape and scale the equivalent kt accord-

ingly. Although this smaller spacing does not prevent bead packing,

test cases show that a 5 �A bead spacing eliminates significant

fluctuations in shear forces to levels acceptable for this study.

Bending stiffness. For the angle potential, Eangle, the bending

stiffness and force–displacement behavior of each structure are

required. For the (5,5) single walled carbon nanotube, full
J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474 | 10467
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Table 1 Summary of mesoscopic parameters derived for (5,5) carbon
nanotubes

Parameter Units Value

Equilibrium bead distance, r0
�A 5.00

Tensile stiffness, kt kcal mol�1 �A�2 2000.00
Equilibrium angle, q0 Degrees 180.00
Bending stiffness, kq kcal mol�1 rad�2 14 300.00
Dispersive parameter, 3 kcal mol�1 15.10
Dispersive parameter, s �A 9.35
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atomistic simulated bending results in a bending stiffness, EI, of

6.65 � 10�26 N m2. The bending energy is given by a sum over all

triples in the system, given by:

EB ¼
X
angles

fqðqÞ: (5)

For bending a rotational harmonic spring potential is used to

determine the energy between all triples of particles in the system:

fqðqÞ ¼
1

2
kqðq� q0Þ2; (6)

with kq as the spring constant relating bending angle, q, between

three particles relative to the equilibrium angle, q0¼ 180�. Again,

using the equivalent elastic energy, we utilize the bending stiff-

ness, EI, from full atomistic simulations to allow the formulation

of elastic energy and an equivalent kq. Note that kq has units of

energy per rad2.

kq ¼
3EI

r0

: (7)

Adhesion energy. We next characterize weak interactions

(i.e. van der Waals interactions) between all pairs of coarse–grain

elements, Epairs. The weak interactions represent the adhesion

between adjacent macromolecules, thus a full atomistic simula-

tion with two molecules is simulated to determine the adhesion

energy. The energy barrier to molecule separation (i.e., the

adhesion strength) and equilibrium distance can be quickly

determined by minimizing the atomistic system. The geometric

configuration at contact can be used to determine equilibrium

distances, while the differences in energy minima between simu-

lations at the equilibrium distance and at a semi-infinite separa-

tion can be used to extract potential energy gain of adhesion per

unit length (gL). Here we assume a Lennard-Jones 12:6 function to

represent adhesion, requiring the potential energy well depth and

equilibrium distance. The total adhesion energy of the coarse–

grain system is given by the sum over all pairs, or:

Epairs ¼
X
pairs

fLJðrÞ: (8)

We use the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12:6 function for each pair

interaction:

fLJðrÞ ¼ 43

��s

r

�12

�
�s

r

�6
�
; (9)

where 3 describes the energy well depth at equilibrium, and s is

the distance parameter. We assume that a pair-wise interaction

between different particles is sufficient to describe the adhesion

between the coarse–grain elements.

The ‘‘finer-trains-coarser’’ approach eliminates the reliance on

empirical parameter tuning. A set of mesoscopic parameters was

derived from atomistic simulations using scales of femtoseconds

and Angstroms. The resulting mesoscale model enables modeling

of the dynamics of systems with hundreds of ultra long CNTs

over time scales approaching microseconds, facilitating a bridge

between atomistic theory and simulation of physical experi-

ments. The mesoscopic model for carbon nanotubes can be

defined by six parameters: kt; r0; kq; q0; s; and 3. The results from

the above atomistic simulations are used to determine the
10468 | J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474
parameters via equilibrium conditions (r0; q0 and s) and energy

conservation (kt; kq and 3). Fig. 1b depicts the coarse–grain bead-

spring model of the nanotube. All parameters are defined solely

from atomistic results given in Table 1.
2.2 PSE–polyethylene coarse–grain representation

We introduce a generalized polymer crosslinking chain to

investigate the potential to noncovalently bond CNT bundles.

We consider the chains ‘‘ideal’’ as they represent identical poly-

ethylene chains with no branching or defects and with symmetric

PSE terminal groups. Such an ideal representation is necessary to

delineate the effect of functional group density and polymer

length on the mechanical behavior of the ‘‘fuzzy’’ CNT bundles.

The coarse–grain model developed here is intended to capture

two essential components of the crosslinking fibers: (1) the

mechanical behavior of the polyethylene chains and (2) the

intermolecular interactions between 1-Pyrenebutanoic Acid,

Succinimidyl Ester (PSE) and the carbon nanotube sidewalls.

Fig. 1b depicts the atomistic model of the aromatic pyrenyl

group of PSE and the polyethylene crosslink. We aim to apply

a coarse–grain approach to study the mechanical behavior of

a noncovalently crosslinked CNT bundle while maintaining

equivalent atomistic interactions. For the PSE–polyethylene

chains we again define the energy landscape of the coarse–grain

system as the sum of bond, angle, and pair contributions

(eqn (1)) or as a sum of the individual potentials:

E ¼
X
bonds

ft

�
rij

	
þ
X
angles

fq

�
qijk

	
þ
X
pairs

fLJ

�
rij

	
(10)

For the potentials governing the mechanical behavior of the

chains (ft and fq), parameters are defined by coarse–grain

potential values of a carbon backbone chain specifically from the

MARTINI force field36 and scaled to a modified bead spacing.

This approach is motivated by the fact that an underlying

mechanism for crosslinks between the nanotubes is the inter-

molecular interactions, and not the mechanical behavior of

individual carbon backbone chains. Such a generalization has

been previously used in the development of coarse–grain models

for lipid,37,38 biomolecular,39 and protein36 systems.

For carbon chain stretching, a weak harmonic potential is

implemented to govern the equivalent stretching of the poly-

ethylene chains, given by eqn (3). For a basis, we use the

parameters for the uncoiled carbon–carbon backbone

bond potential from the MARTINI force field potential where

kcc¼ 3.0 kcal mol�1 �A�2 and rcc¼ 3.5 �A. We scale the value of the

carbon–carbon harmonic constant, kcc, with the initial bond

length, r0, such that, kt(rcc) ¼ kcc,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Table 2 Summary of mesoscopic parameters for PSE–polyethylene
chains

Parameter Units Value

Equilibrium bead distance, r0
�A 5.00

Tensile stiffness, kt kcal mol�1 �A�2 2.1
Equilibrium angle, q0 Degrees 180.00
Bending stiffness, kq kcal mol�1 rad�2 4.2
Dispersive parameter, 3
Polyethylene–polyethylene kcal mol�1 0.8365
PSE–CNT kcal mol�1 10.5
Dispersive parameter, s
Polyethylene–polyethylene �A 4.7
PSE–CNT �A 5.8
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ktðr0Þ ¼ kcc

�
rcc

r0

�
(11)

This method treats each harmonic potential as an elastic rod with

the same cross-sectional area, A, and a constant Young’s modulus,

E, such that the quantity, EA/r0, is the same for all elements in the

system (i.e. consistent stiffness of the chain). For r0 ¼ 5.0 �A, this

results in kt ¼ 2.1 kcal mol�1 �A�2. Note that for 300 K, the persis-

tence length of unbranched polyethylene is on the order of the

crosslink lengths studied here and several times the crosslink bead

spacing. To capture polyethylene chain fracture, a critical stretch

cutoff is appended to the harmonic potential such that kt¼ 0 for an

individual bond after that bond length. The 1.3 critical stretch value

is determined by carrying out an atomistic molecular dynamics

simulation of straining a C8H16 polyethylene chain to failure at 0 K

using ReaxFF, a first principles based reactive force field.

For bending a rotational harmonic spring potential is used to

determine the energy between all triples of particles in the system,

given by eqn (6). For a basis, we use the parameters for the

uncoiled carbon backbone angle potential from the MARTINI

force field potential where kccc ¼ 6.0 kcal mol�1 rad�2. For

equivalent stiffness, we need not consider the equilibrium angles.

However, we scale the value of the bending constant, kccc, with

the initial length, r0, such that

kq(rcc) ¼ kccc (12a)

kqðr0Þ ¼ kccc

�
rcc

r0

�
(12b)

Here, each bending potential is treated as if they had the same

bending rigidity, EI, such that the quantity (EI/r0) is the same for

all elements in the system. For r0 ¼ 5.0 �A, this results in

kq ¼ 4.2 kcal mol�1 rad�2. The use of the harmonic potentials for

both ft and fq limits the hydrocarbon chains to small strain,

which is deemed adequate for the current simulations. Fig. 1b

depicts the coarse–grain bead-spring model of the crosslink.

In addition to electrostatic interactions, particles in adjacent

chains interact through the LJ 12:6 potential (eqn (9)). We

implement different parameters for the two bead types. For the

polyethylene chain (hydrocarbon backbone), we use values of

3 ¼ 0.8365 kcal mol�1, and s ¼ 4.7 �A, corresponding to apolar–

apolar group interactions of the MARTINI force field.39 For the

PSE particle interactions with the carbon nanotube, we use

3 ¼ 10.5 kcal mol�1, taken from a first principles based study of

the adsorption energy of PSE with (5,5) CNT using a density

functional tight-binding method.22 For the parameter s, we

consider the equilibrium distance of PSE/(5,5) CNT of 3.05 �A,22

and the radius of the carbon nanotube, 3.42 �A, to calculate

s ¼ 5.76 �A. Pair potential parameters for the van der Waals

interactions (Lennard-Jones 12:6) between different atom types

(i.e. CNT–polyethylene) are mixed according to geometric means

for the energy and distance terms, where:

3AB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3A3B
p

; (13a)

sAB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sAsB
p

: (13b)

A summary of the coarse–grain parameters for the PSE–

polyethylene chains is given in Table 2.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
2.3 Nanotube bundle formation

To replicate a realistic entangled carbon nanotubes/crosslink

bundle, a simulated assembly procedure is motivated by the

physical process of fiber extrusion. To ensure random adsorption

and impregnation of crosslinks within the CNT bundle, as well as

to allow variation in polymer density, the coarse–grain nano-

tubes are created in a parallel sheet with polymer crosslinks lying

perpendicular above and below the nanotubes. The relative

density of nanotubes and polymer crosslinks reflects a prepared

dispersion of nanotubes and a polymer melt. To induce fiber

formation, the sheet is subsequently coerced into a bundle over

0.5 ns at 300 K using a time-dependent radial external pressure,

depicted in Fig. 2a, until van der Waals interactions bring the

nanotubes within a final equilibrium distance. The relative speed

and pressure of the bundling process can be manipulated to

facilitate crosslink distribution and the homogeneity of the

bundle. The CNT–PSE adsorption is assigned artificially weak

during bundle formation to ensure that the bundle is more

randomly crosslinked than a quasi-folded-sheet structure. When

the crosslinks are in their final positions, the true CNT–PSE

adsorption strength is applied, the external pressure is removed,

and the bundle is equilibrated for 0.75 ns (75 000 integration

steps) to a final bundle structure. The final structure is then used

as the initial structure of mechanical testing and characterization,

bypassing the need for assembly with each simulation.
2.4 Mechanical testing

Two distinct nanomechanical tests are performed separately on

the bundles: steered molecular dynamics (SMD) pull-out simu-

lations of a single nanotube, and displacement-control tension

tests of a randomly gapped bundle. Crosslink densities and

crosslink lengths are explored systematically in order to find an

optimal permutation that most enhances the pull-out force,

ultimate tensile stress, and modulus of toughness of a bundle.

2.4.1 Nanotube pull-out tests. The pull-out test bundle

consists of 19 nanotubes, each 50 nm in length, with permuta-

tions of crosslink density and crosslink length. After bundle

formation, the nanotube that is most surrounded by other

nanotubes is selected to be pulled. At high crosslink densities, the

interior crosslinks separate groups of nanotubes, so the pulled

nanotube is not always in the center of the bundle. The end beads

of the other nanotubes are fixed rigid while the pulled nanotube
J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474 | 10469
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Fig. 2 CNT bundle formation and testing procedure overview. (a) First,

a sheet of parallel CNTs and PSE/PE chains is relaxed into a bundle using

a time-dependent radial pressure. Either a pull-out test or a tension test is

then performed. (b) A pull-out test uses SMD to ramp a force on the end

bead of a single nanotube. (c) A displacement-control tension test is

performed by stretching the simulation box. Gaps are introduced in each

nanotube so that crosslink shearing is the major failure mechanism. (d

and e) By observing the crosslinks at failure points, we see that while the

crosslinks are important in bridging gaps, the PSE deadsorbs before the

PE is strained to failure. While PSE adsorption is not as strong as

covalent intertube crosslinking, deadsorption is much more favorable

than crosslink fracture in creating a damage-resistant and self-repairing

bundle.
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remains free. Using SMD, a harmonic spring force is applied on

the end bead of the pulled nanotube and is ramped at a constant

loading rate 34.8 N s�1 in the longitudinal direction (it is noted

that in the LAMMPS molecular dynamics code, the units of

force used for the simulation are kcal mol�1 �A�1; the loading rate

used here was set as simply 5.0 kcal mol�1 �A�1 ns�1, and thus the

value of 34.8 N s�1 is a result of unit conversion). The peak force

is recorded when the nanotube overcomes the PSE adsorption

and intertube van der Waals interactions and is pulled

completely from the bundle, as depicted in Fig. 2b. To find

a reasonable loading rate, initial pull-out tests are repeated for

bundles at several crosslink densities, including an uncrosslinked

bundle, at both 10 times slower and 10 times faster load rates.

The peak forces for each bundle permutation at these load rates

are found to be within 5%, so the load rate 34.8 N s�1 is chosen

for all pull-out tests in order to optimize data fidelity and

computation efficiency.

2.4.2 Nanotube bundle tensile tests. The tension test bundles

again consist of 19 nanotubes, each 50 nm in length, with

permutations in crosslink density and crosslink length. After

bundle formation, the end beads of each nanotube are fixed rigid.

These tests explore the effects of the crosslinks on shearing of

finite-length nanotubes and not on straining perfect nanotubes;

therefore, a gap is introduced in each nanotube after bundle
10470 | J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474
formation. Gaps are created in a random location between the

rigid end regions by deleting the bonds, angles, and pair-wise

interactions of two contiguous beads in each nanotube. Any

energy contributions of these beads are also removed by

excluding these beads from thermostat calculations. This in effect

removes the beads from any interaction with the remainder of the

model and separates the newly created CNT ends to avoid van

der Waals interactions parallel to the tensile direction. The

simulation box is stretched in the longitudinal direction, as

depicted in Fig. 2c, with a constant strain rate of 50 ms�1. Since

the bundle ends are fixed in relation to the simulation box,

scaling the simulation box is equivalent to clamping and dis-

placing the ends of the bundle in a displacement-control tension

test. The virial stress and engineering strain are recorded for

a representative volumetric element (RVE) that does not include

the rigid end beads or the frozen gap beads. The virial stress is

commonly used to find the macroscopic (continuum) stress in

molecular dynamics computations. The components of the

macroscopic stress tensor, sij, in a volume U are taken to be:

sij ¼
1

U

X
a˛U

 
�mðaÞv

ðaÞ
i v

ðaÞ
j þ

1

2

X
b˛U

�
r
ðaÞ
i � r

ðbÞ
i

�
F
ðabÞ
j

!
(14)

where m(a) is the mass of atom ‘‘a’’, vi
(a) and vj

(a) are the velocities

in the ith and jth vector component basis, ri
(a) � ri

(b) denotes the

distance between atom ‘‘a’’ and atom ‘‘b’’ along the ith vector

component, while Fj
(ab) is the force on atom ‘‘a’’ exerted by atom

‘‘b’’ along the jth vector component, and U is the volume. To

reduce random and temperature-related stress fluctuations, in

addition to averaging over the representative volume, U, the

stress is averaged further over a small time interval of 125 ps

around the desired time of the stress.

To compute the representative volume (and associated stress),

the cross-sectional area of each bundle is estimated by drawing

a closed spline around a transverse slice through the undeformed

bundle. For the tension test bundle consisting of nineteen (5,5)

uncrosslinked nanotubes, the bare bundle cross-sectional area is

16.44 nm2. The visualized transverse slice areas are shown

normalized to the bare bundle area in Fig. 3b. To compute the

modulus of toughness Ut, the stress is integrated from 0 to 1

engineering strain.

After the effects of crosslink density variations are explored,

we investigate the contributions of adsorption strength and

crosslink stiffness. Starting from the formed bundle structure of

each crosslink length permutation at 20 wt%, the bundles are

equilibrated further after assigning artificially strong crosslink

end adsorption by modifying the Lennard-Jones dispersive

parameter 3; higher crosslink stiffness by modifying the PE chain

spring constant k; or combinations thereof. The tensile test is

then repeated using these modified parameters.
3. Results and discussion

We begin our analysis by focusing on the force required to pull

a single nanotube from a bundle with permutations of crosslink

length and crosslink density by carrying out a series of compu-

tational experiments. Generally, we find that the critical pull-out

force (defined in Fig. 4a) increases with crosslink density for the

crosslink lengths considered. For each crosslink length, the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 3 Examples of transverse bundle slices used to estimate cross-

sectional area for virial stress calculations. As the crosslink density

increases, CNTs are spread apart by the crosslink impregnation inherent

in the bundle formation process. PSE adsorption during bundling

prevents the crosslinked bundles from forming a perfect hexagonal

bundle, as in the uncrosslinked bundle in the upper-left corner.

Fig. 4 Pull-out tests carried out using SMD to ramp a force on a single

nanotube until it slips from the bundle. (a) Examples of force/displace-

ment curves, here for 1.5 nm crosslinks, show the nanotube slipping at

a critical pull-out force F*. The slip–stick behavior of crosslink densities

below 17 wt% is consistent for all tested crosslink lengths and is lost at

faster load rates. (b) The critical slipping force F* is plotted normalized to

the slipping force F*bare of the uncrosslinked bundle. At a given crosslink

density, shorter crosslinks require a higher pull-out force. For each

crosslink length, the pull-out force saturates above 20 wt% crosslink

density.
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critical pull-out force can be fitted to the crosslink density by

a power law relationship, as presented in Fig. 4b. With this power

law relationship, we find a saturation regime in which the pull-

out force increases negligibly for crosslink densities above

20 wt%. During synthesis of these bundles, a crosslink density of

20% may be optimal in order to conserve the amount of PSE

used. We also find that the critical pull-out force decreases with

crosslink length. For example, at �40 wt%, the bundle with

shorter 1.5 nm crosslinks shows a pullout force enhancement

(i.e., F*/F*bare) about twice that of the bundle with longer 7.5 nm

crosslinks.

We now test the crosslink saturation predictions against

a tension test of the bundle, illustrated in Fig. 2c, in which we

focus on the peak virial stress within a representative volumetric

element (RVE). The stress–strain responses show an elastic

regime with a Young’s modulus between 300 and 400 GPa, then

a pseudo-plastic regime dependent on the remaining CNT

overlapping length. The maximum virial stress s* in the bundle is

normalized by the s*bare in a bare (i.e. uncrosslinked) bundle.

Examples of stress/strain curves of bundles with 1.5 nm cross-

links are shown in Fig. 5a. The maximum stress condition at

a stress level of s* occurs with less than 5% strain, but a bundle

stress is maintained until 80% strain because the crosslinks can

repeatedly adsorb even after large bundle deformation.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
Normalized virial stress, plotted in Fig. 5b, indicates that

stronger bundles are achieved using shorter 1.5 nm crosslinks,

with a maximum enhancement of s*/s*bare ¼ 4.2 for 1.5 nm

crosslinks at 17 wt%. However, strength enhancement decreases

with crosslink densities greater than 20 wt%, which agrees with

the saturation regime found in the pull-out tests. Intermediate

3.5 nm crosslinks show a similar maximum at 22 wt%, but with

only s*/s*bare ¼ 2.4. Longer 7.5 nm crosslinks enhance the

bundle stress under s*/s*bare ¼ 1.4. Normalized modulus of

toughness Ut, plotted in Fig. 5c, shows similar enhancements of

up to Ut/Ut,bare ¼ 5.4 for 1.5 nm crosslinks at 17% and

Ut/Ut,bare ¼ 4.3 with 3.5 nm crosslinks at 23 wt%. Longer 7.5 nm

crosslinks enhance the modulus of toughness under

Ut/Ut,bare ¼ 2.6. It is important to note that longer bundles with

multiple gaps along each CNT may exhibit more complex

deformation behaviors. Normalized virial stress and normalized

modulus of toughness are plotted over one another in Fig. 6, in

the spirit of Ashby-plots. These data show the narrow range of

crosslink density that achieves such enhanced bundle properties,

that is, the combination of both high strength and high

toughness.

Through visual inspection of transverse slices of each bundle,

it is observed that the CNTs are spread apart by the crosslinks

due to the impregnation inherent in the bundle formation

process. Examples of 10, 20, and 40 wt% are shown in Fig. 3a.

Adsorption of PSE during bundle formation prevents the
J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474 | 10471
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Fig. 5 Displacement-controlled tension test results. (a) Examples of

stress/strain curves with 1.5 nm crosslinks. (b) The maximum virial stress

s* in the bundle is normalized by s*bare in a bare (i.e. uncrosslinked)

bundle. The strongest bundles are achieved using shorter 1.5 nm cross-

links with a maximum enhancement of s*/s*bare¼ 4.2 at 17 wt%. (c) The

modulus of toughness Ut is normalized by Ut,bare in a bare bundle and

shows a similar saturation behavior above 20 wt%.

Fig. 6 Ashby-plot of the normalized strength versus toughness shows

that certain material parameters provide the structural basis for both

high strength and high toughness. The crosslink permutation that opti-

mizes both strength and toughness is 1.5 nm length crosslinks at 17 wt%.

The arrows show the direction of increasing crosslink density. For the

same strength enhancement, tougher bundles can be achieved using

higher crosslink densities. This result demonstrates that the material has

the capacity to combine disparate material properties, providing a struc-

tural basis for the inverse banana-curve behavior (wide dashed line). This

is in contrast to the properties of many engineered materials, which show

a banana-curve behavior (narrow dashed line) where high strength is

achieved on the expense of high toughness.

Fig. 7 Crosslink straightening (left) and gap bridging (right) contribute

to high toughness. Crosslink straightening in the gap wake, shown here

for bundles with (a) 1.5 nm, (b) 3.5 nm, and (c) 7.5 nm crosslinks at

20 wt%, is physical evidence of PE chain loading and a chief energy

release mechanism during the tension test. PSE deadsorbs before the PE

fractures, and the crosslink is left straightened in the gap wake. At the

moment of no overlap, we still see crosslinks bridging the separated

bundle pieces, shown here for bundles with (d) 1.5 nm, (e) 3.5 nm, and (f)

7.5 nm crosslinks at 20 wt%. While shorter crosslinks give stronger

bundles, long crosslinks may be more useful in crack bridging and self-

repair mechanisms.
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crosslinked bundles from forming the hexagonal packing of an

uncrosslinked bundle. The CNT disorder in the crosslinked

bundles causes initial bending and straining of the CNTs. This in

turn causes an initial virial stress before testing, and this initial
10472 | J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474
stress increases with crosslink density. Since CNTs are visually

spread apart at crosslink densities above 20 wt%, it is predicted

that a critical crosslink density exists in which CNTs slide more

against the polyethylene chains than against other CNTs.

Evidence for this transition can be seen in the slip–stick behavior

of bundles with crosslink densities below 13 wt% for the pull-out

tests. Exemplary force–displacement curves are shown in Fig. 4a

for bundles with 1.5 nm crosslinks. The 6 wt% bundle shows an

initial slip at 9.5 nN, reloading until it slips again at 10 nN, and

another reloading until it slips again at 7.5 nN. In contrast,

bundles with crosslink densities greater than 17 wt% show no

sticking after the initial slip, even at slower load rates. This

transition is consistent for all tested crosslink lengths. Further

evidence for this transition is seen in the saturation regime of the

tension test peak stresses at the same critical crosslink density.

The peak virial stress s* decreases drastically for crosslink

densities greater than 17 wt% with 1.5 nm crosslinks and 23 wt%

with 3.5 nm crosslinks.

Two potential toughening mechanisms are observed: crosslink

straightening and gap bridging. These mechanisms are depicted

for bundles with 20 wt% crosslink density in Fig. 7. Crosslink

straightening in the gap wake is physical evidence of PE chain

loading and is a chief energy release mechanism during the

tension test. After bundle formation, the polyethylene chains of

the crosslinks are initially coiled around CNTs. As the CNTs are

sheared during tensile loading of a gapped bundle, the poly-

ethylene chains that crosslink the nanotubes are loaded in the

opposite direction and are pulled straight and are eventually

directly loaded. When these loaded crosslinks reach a critical

tensile condition, the PSE de-adsorbs before the polyethylene

fractures, and the crosslink is left straightened and intact in the

gap wake. Other crosslinks along the bundle are then loaded,

straightened, and de-adsorbed until there is no more overlap

between the two bundle ends. At the moment of no overlap, we

still see crosslinking of the two bundle ends. While shorter

crosslinks give stronger bundles, long crosslinks may be more
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 9 Exploration of adsorption and crosslink stiffness stress contri-

bution. Tension tests are repeated with artificially strong crosslink end

adsorption. (a) Under normal conditions, PSE deadsorbs before the PE

chain is strained to failure. (b) For cases with artificially stronger cross-

link end adsorption, PE chain fracture becomes the dominant mode of

crosslink deformation. (c) The virial stress improvement s*/s*bare is

plotted for 20 wt% bundles. Shorter 1.5 nm crosslinks create much

stronger bundles, and the difference becomes greater at stronger crosslink

end adsorptions. Increasing the crosslink end adsorption strength is

a much more dominant factor in s* than crosslink stiffness.
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useful in crack bridging and self-repair mechanisms at a higher

hierarchical level than is studied here.

The ‘‘fuzzy’’ wood-inspired model exhibits large-scale shearing

behavior similar to wood cells and hook-and-loop fasteners. To

observe this behavior, the gapped-bundle tension test is repeated

with a relaxation period in which one end of the bundle is free to

move for 5 ns, then reloaded. The virial stress is plotted for

bundles with 20 wt% crosslink density in Fig. 8. Stress is plotted

against simulation time instead of strain in order to clearly show

the relaxation period. For all cases, the virial stress returns to the

stress value directly preceding relaxation, just as is found in wood

foils.16 However, stress during relaxation depends on the cross-

link length; for bundles with 7.5 nm crosslinks, the relaxed stress

is very close to the original, finite bundle stress. (Note that the

initial bundle stress is finite even after equilibration because the

crosslinks are kept deformed due to the PSE adsorption.) In

contrast, bundles with 1.5 nm crosslinks exhibit a relaxed stress

equal to the stress directly preceding relaxation. Shorter cross-

links lock adjacent CNTs in a deformed position, while longer

crosslinks allow adjacent CNTs to translate during relaxation.

For cases with artificially stronger crosslink end adsorption,

polyethylene chain fracture rather than PSE de-adsorption

becomes the dominant mode of crosslink deformation. There-

fore, the atomistically derived 30% critical strain is used in the

polyethylene chain potential in order to capture the chain frac-

ture, shown in Fig. 9. Again, shorter 1.5 nm crosslinks allow

much stronger bundles, and the difference becomes greater at

stronger crosslink end adsorptions. Increasing the crosslink end

adsorption strength is a much more dominant factor in s* than

crosslink stiffness. For example, with 1.5 nm crosslinks, a 10-fold

increase in adsorption strength leads to peak stress 45 times

greater than a bare bundle. Therefore, further research should

focus on noncovalent crosslink functionalizing molecules similar

to PSE rather than on polymer chain chemistry for these kinds of

polymer-reinforced CNT bundles.
Fig. 8 Residual strength in plastically deformed bundles with a relaxa-

tion period. (a) 1.5 nm crosslinks immediately lock adjacent CNTs in

a deformed position. (b) As the tests are repeated with longer crosslinks

(here, 3.5 nm), the bundle has greater degrees of freedom with which to

relax. (c) 7.5 nm crosslinks allow the bundle to relax enough to bring the

virial stress to the pre-strained value. (d) We see these effects clearly when

the virial stress is plotted for bundles with these crosslink lengths at

20 wt% crosslink density. Here, stress is plotted against simulation time

instead of strain in order to clearly show the relaxation period. For all

cases, the virial stress upon reloading returns to the stress value directly

preceding relaxation, confirming a shearing behavior similar to wood.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
4. Conclusions

Using a coarse–grain model of CNTs and a disordered polymer

phase, we explored the effects of noncovalently adsorbing

crosslinks in the improvement of CNT bundle properties for the

eventual development of viable polymer-reinforced CNT fibres

or composites as a novel engineering material. Pull-out tests and

bundle tension tests show that shorter crosslinks are more

beneficial to bundle strength, and a crosslink density of

approximately 20 wt% is best for the small bundles studied here.

Our results demonstrate that certain combinations of cross-link

lengths and densities provide the capacity for combinations of

extreme toughness at extreme strength (Fig. 6). The quantitative

analysis of our data suggests that this optimal behavior is

reached for 1.5 nm long crosslinks at 17 wt% density. This finding

suggests that, similar to many biological materials, structural

arrangements exist that enable us to combine disparate material

properties through the design of appropriate nanostructures.

The model proposed here can be modified to explore other

noncovalent crosslinking as reinforcement in bundles, including

systems made of a greater number of nanotubes, nanotubes of

larger diameters, and even combinations of single- and multi-

walled nanotubes.40 While shorter crosslinks create stronger

bundles at the length scale studied in this paper, longer crosslinks

may increase bulk toughness by bridging cracks, but much larger

length scales would have to be studied, suggesting that such
J. Mater. Chem., 2010, 20, 10465–10474 | 10473
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additional hierarchical features may be important for mechanical

properties. Layer deposition of the initial parallel sheet structure

(instead of bundle formation used here) could also be used to

study buckypaper reinforcement. By varying the crosslink length

and adsorption strength, many other polymers can be explored

as reinforcing agents; especially of interest would be long poly-

mer chains with many adsorbing side chains along its length

instead of the short chains presented in this paper. With further

atomistic study, future models may explore the end-to-end

functionalization of finite-length nanotubes to create a long

bundle with the damage-resistant properties of spider silk.
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